
         Purpose Octagon - Circle of Trust (COT) Module 4 
            Discerning Your Purpose 

 

 

 

Dear COT Council - 

Part of our second meeting will be devoted to me “unfolding” and deepening some of what I’ve                 
learned through the Discerning Your Purpose process (Module #4 of the Purpose Octagon             
Process.) Below you’ll find an excerpt from Module #4. Reading the excerpt is completely              
optional. I’ve provided this excerpt should you want some more context for our next COT               
gathering. 

 
The pull to transcend your default purpose can become increasingly insistent and forceful. Rising              
from the depths of your innermost self, a persistent whisper intrudes on your comfortable life,               
goading you with such notions as... 
 

The life I am living is not the life I was intended for.  
There is a deeper story or myth which I sense has been guiding me all along.  

This soul force or evolutionary impulse is calling me to step into a new life.  
 
The same voice whispers to you as if from the outside, too, when you hear about people                 
surpassing what they thought they were capable of doing. A sense grows within you that a greater                 
impact is possible and you wonder, “maybe that could be me?”. Despite the voices of resistance                 
pulling at your ankles, telling you the chances of success appear slim, eventually the irresistible               
urge for transformation can no longer be denied. You experience an inexorable tug, pulling you               
from the familiar shelter of your former life, impelling you to walk the great road of adventure, to                  
seek a new narrative and a grander vision. When that happens, you have several options: Refuse                
the call, Soul Encounter, or Deductive Discovery: 
 

1. Refuse the call. One option is to refuse the call and continue to live from your Default                 
Purpose, even though you don’t like it. Some people don’t become aware that living solely               
from their default purpose is actually optional. Other people experience fear at the very              
notion of co-creating their own destinies. Many of us try our best to accommodate              
ourselves to a life that is not fully our own. Symptoms of sticking with a default purpose,                 
when we are actually ready to let it go, may include dullness, boredom, demotivation or               
despair. Home remedies for numbing the pain of living from an outgrown purpose include              
drugs, alcohol, shopping and TV. In 2015, Americans dedicated nearly 20% of their waking              
hours to watching television, far more than any other single activity except work, for an               
average of five hours a day. Add to that the average cell phone use of 1.5 hours a day,                   
and the typical American gets 6.5 hours of screen time outside of work. Part of the impetus                 
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for going overboard on entertaining ourselves arises when we hear the call to a life of                
deeper purpose, yet refuse the summons when it arrives. 

 
2. Soul-encounter. If you are lucky enough to be exposed to wisdom that lies beyond the               

confines of the dominant culture, there is a possibility your ears will start to burn when you                 
receive this good news: every person, regardless of race, gender, or religion, has a unique               
gift to bring to their people. Every person has a mythopoetic identity that, once discovered,               
can become their guiding north star to living a soul-infused life. Modules 5-12 are explicitly               
about discovering your soul’s purpose through soul-encounter: a moment of mystical           
communication from Soul. However, in this module, we are going to explore a different              
pathway to purpose called deductive discovery. 

 
3. Deductive Discovery. What if you’ve outgrown the purpose you are currently living, but             

haven’t yet experienced the mysterious encounter with Soul...what are your options? Good            
news: you have the excellent fortune of being moments away from experiencing the             
deductive discovery process, which will enable you to search for clues from your present              
life and history, to deduce your greater life purpose. But first, a brief primer on deductive                
purpose discovery. 

 
 

Four Keys of Purpose Discovery. 
 

1. You don’t choose your purpose, it chooses you.   
 

2. You don’t live in a meaningless universe, therefore you don’t have to create             
meaning.  

 

Purpose is the place where your deep gladness meets the world's needs.  
- Frederick Buechner 

 
The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable, to be 
compassionate, to have it make some difference that you have lived and lived well. 
― Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 
The mystery of human existence lies not in just staying alive, but in finding something to live 
for.   - Fyodor Dostoyevsky 

 
Life without a purpose is a languid, drifting thing, so every day we ought to review our 
purpose.  - Thomas Kempis 

 
Stand for something or you will fall for anything. Today's mighty oak is yesterday's nut that 
held its ground.   - Rosa Parks 
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It is not enough to be busy; so are the ants. The question is: what are we busy about?  
- Henry David Thoreau 

 
To forget one's purpose is the commonest form of stupidity.  - Friedrich Nietzsche 

 
If you bring forth what is within you, what you bring forth will save you. If you do not bring 
forth what is within you, what you do not bring forth will destroy you. 

` - Jesus of Nazareth (Gospel of Thomas) 
 

3. Purpose Discovery has two flavors: deductive and soul-encounter.  
 

Deductive Discovery Soul-Encounter 

Archeological Present Moment & Timeless 

Rational Trans-rational 

Indirect (via cognition) Direct (via Soul) 

Cognitive Bypasses Cognition 

Intimation Revelation 

Deductive Inductive 

Purpose hints Purpose epiphanies 

Scientific/logic Mystical 

Reasoning Imaginal 

Cerebral Experiential 

Inferred Self-Evident 
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